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Track Listing: 

1.  Impressions of Dying (1:35) 
2.  Instrument Inside (3:06) 
3.  ECMO (3:47) 
4.  Exenteration (4:03) 
5.  Abdominal Section (2:08) 

6.  War Paradise (3:54) 
7   Cloud Nine (3:16) 
Album Length: 21:52 
 
Recommended Tracks: 

2.  Instrument Inside 
4.  Abdominal Section 

3.  ECMO 

 

Album Credits: 

- All songs performed by: Magefa 

- All songs written by: Magefa 

- Produced by: Magefa, Presskopp Studios 

- Mixed by: Michael Heiliger (Presskopp Studios) 

- Album Artwork: Nekromold Illustration 

 

Album Band Line Up: 

Kevin Grams – Vocals & Guitar 

Kai Or – Drums 

Thorsten Fay – Bass Guitar 

 

Live Band Line Up: 

Kevin Grams – Vocals & Guitar 

Kai Or – Drums 

Andreas  Muttscheller – Bass 

Nicolas Perez – Guitar 

 

Discography 

2023 – Pathology Calls (Single) 

2022 – Overdose (Single) 

2022 – Back To The Front (Single) 

2021 – Exenteration EP 

2020 – Instrument Inside (Single) 

2019 – New Era Of Darkness EP 

2016 – A Peek Into Human Bodies (Demo) 

 

“MAGEFA create a Death Metal sound that is straight forward and they stick to their guns and 
inspirations.” - Metal Temple 
 

“Erbarmen, zu spät, die Hessen kommen. Die Frankfurter Jung zocken auf ihrer zweiten EP 
Death Metal der alten amerikanischen Schule. Es gibt sehr viele groovige Parts, aber auch 
Geknüppel und melodische Einsprengsel zu hören.” - Time For Metal 
 
“On a ici un death metal propre, bien exécuté, le son est au top. Exenterationest un album bien 

mené, nickel, notre trio allemand n’a de leçons à recevoir de personne, la musique il l’a 
connaisse et la récite sans aucun accroc.” - Soil Chronicles 
 
With their most recent album, “Exenteration” (2021), and songs like “Pathology Calls” (2023), 
“Overdose” (2022) and “Back To The Front” (2022), the German metal band Magefa has been 

making waves in the Metal and Death Metal music industry. They are an artist to keep an eye out 
for in the future thanks to their distinctive sound and constant devotion to the genre. 
 
www.magefa.com 
https://linktr.ee/magefa 

https://www.viberate.com/artist/magefa/ 
 
Recent Concerts since CoV: 
24 June 2023 Valhalla Metal Pub Köln 
 
Upcoming shows & tours: 

01 Sept 2023 Ponyhof Frankfurt am Main 
29 Sept 2023 Ponyhof Frankfurt am Main 
30 Sept 2023 JUZ “Die Kiste” Ladenburg 
01 Octo 2023 Stummsche Reithalle Neunkirchen 
02 Dece 2023 Soundcheck One Waldbronn 

 

 
Magefa, a death metal band hailing from Germany, burst onto the scene in 2014 with a mission to 
unleash their unique blend of intense and brutal music upon the world. The band's name, 
meaning "plague" in Hebrew, perfectly encapsulates their dark and menacing sound that has 
captivated fans around the globe. 

Founded by Kevin Grams (vocals, guitar), Kai Or (drums), and Thorsten Fay (bass guitar), 
Magefa wasted no time in making their mark on the death metal scene. In 2019, they released 
their debut album "New Era of Darkness," which showcased their uncompromisingly heavy 
sound and a penchant for crafting captivating and haunting melodies within their chaotic 
compositions. 
"New Era of Darkness" featured tracks like the title song "New Era of Darkness" and "Multiple 

Organ Harvesting," which demonstrated Magefa's ability to create intense and brutal music while 
maintaining a sense of musicality and intricacy. The album received positive reviews from both 
fans and critics alike, solidifying their place in the death metal community. 
In 2021, Magefa returned with their highly anticipated sophomore album "Exenteration." This 
release continued to push the boundaries of their sound, showcasing their evolution as 

musicians and songwriters. Tracks like "Instrument Inside" and "Abdominal Section" displayed 
their technical prowess and ability to create dark and atmospheric compositions that left a 
lasting impression on listeners. 
However, amidst the global pandemic, tragedy struck the band when bassist Thorsten Fay 
departed from Magefa. Despite this setback, the band pushed forward with determination and 

perseverance, eager to continue their musical journey. In 2023, the band welcomed Andreas 
Muttscheller on bass guitar and Nicolas Perez on guitar, injecting new energy and creativity into 
their lineup. 
Magefa's dedication to their craft, relentless drive, and unwavering passion for death metal have 
propelled them to new heights within the scene. With their unique and infectious sound, Magefa 

continues to captivate audiences and leave a lasting impact on the world of extreme music. As 
they forge ahead, there's no doubt that their legacy will only continue to grow, solidifying their 
place as a force to be reckoned with in the world of death metal. 

 

http://www.magefa.com/
https://linktr.ee/magefa
https://www.viberate.com/artist/magefa/

